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Presta® Marine EXPRESS DETAIL SPRAY (1666) 

 
DESCRIPTION 
Presta Marine Express Detail Spray is powerful cleaner and protectant in one that quickly removes light dirt 
and grime between washes.  Great to use for a quick wipe-down after a day on the water.. 
 
DIRECTIONS 
SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING.  Apply to cool and dry surface.  Spray or wipe onto surface.  Polish to a high-gloss 
shine with a microfiber cloth from Presta #800136.  For touchscreen application, spray onto a clean, soft 
microfiber cloth and gently wipe the screen. 

 
FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

 

Premium protective polymers Protects against salt, sun and weathering  
Leaves a bright, glossy shine 

Powerful formula Effectively removes a wide variety of surface contaminants  
Can be used to remove dust, smudges, water spots & fingerprints 

Versatile instant detailer Can be used on fiberglass, gel coat, metal, glass, and many painted surfaces 

 

PACKAGE SIZES 

• 22 fl. oz. – Case of 12 (Part Number:  166622) 
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PRODUCT FAQ’S:  

Q1:  Is Express Detail Spray safe for fresh paint? 

A1:  Yes, Express Detail Spray does create a breathable film that will help protect the paint but will not seal freshly 

painted surface. 

 

Q2:  Can I use Express Detail Spray on multiple surfaces? 

A2:  Express Detail Spray is the perfect product to clean multiple types of surfaces and touch up dirty areas. 

 

Q3: Will Express Detail Spray work as a waterless boat wash? 

A3:  Yes.  The product works very well as a waterless boat wash and is a perfect touch up for missed areas and 

multiple surfaces. 

 

Q4:  Can I use Express Detail Spray during buffing? 

A4:  Yes, Express Detail Spray has many uses during the buffing process.  It can be used to lubricate buffing pads prior 

to buffing, it can be used to extend the buffing time for compounds and polishes, and it can be used to aid in 

clean-up after buffing is completed. 
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